Victoria Beckham and Spike Jonze are amongst the six-strong jury of international judges chosen to select the winners of this year’s Wallpaper* Design Awards. The Awards are an annual hurrah to the people, places, pieces and phenomena that have raised the magazine’s pulse over the last 12 months.

Joining the fashion mogul and big screen auteur on the panel are A-list art dealer Thaddaeus Ropac; Wallpaper’s Designer of the Year 2013, Ron Gilad; Pritzker Prize-winning architect, Thom Mayne; and legendary restaurateur Michael Chow. Wallpaper* profiles the six-strong jury in a 20-page special, and reveals the winners of the 11 categories, which include Designer of the Year, Best Domestic Design, Best New Hotel and Life-enhancer of the Year.

The issue’s limited-edition subscriber cover has been designed by Spike Jonze and Los Angeles-based artist Geoff McFetridge and inspired by his new film *Her* (also winner of Best Future Vision). Jonze says of his vision for it: ‘I was thinking about how everything looked when Wallpaper* started and how the whole world looks like Wallpaper* now’.

This year, Wallpaper* will be lauding and applauding the winners of the tenth annual Design Awards in San Francisco (joint Best City winner with Marseille) on 15 January 2014. The celebration, in association with Airbnb, will be held at their HQ in the landmark 888 Brannan building.

Tony Chambers, Wallpaper* Editor-in-Chief, says, ‘Each month we make it our mission to sort the remarkable from the also-rans. The annual Design Awards issue is our ultimate edit.

A full list of all the award winners is published in the February issue of Wallpaper*, on sale in 93 countries, and available on the iPad with additional exclusive material, on 09 January.
JUDGES' AWARDS WINNERS

Best city
Marseille
San Francisco

Designer of the year
Neri & Hu
Philippe Nigro

Best new public building
Centro Roberto Garza Sada for Art, Architecture and Design, by Tadao Ando

Best new restaurant
Monsieur Bleu, Paris

Best new private house
Geneses House, by Isay Weinfeld

Best women’s fashion collection (A/W 2013)
Céline, by Phoebe Philo

Best men’s fashion collection (A/W 2013)
Prada, by Miuccia Prada

Life-enhancer of the year
Chineasy Illustrated Dictionary, by ShaoLan Hsueh with illustrations by Noma Bar

Best new grooming product
Perfume tools, by Jody Kocken

Best domestic design
'Terra.Cotto' pots, by Stefania Vasquez, for Sambonet

Best new hotel
The Naka Phuket, Phuket

About Wallpaper*
Truly international, consistently intelligent and hugely influential, Wallpaper* is the world’s most important design and style magazine. Wallpaper* has readers in 93 countries and has unparalleled success in reaching the design elite right across the globe. With 12 themed issues a year, a limited-edition cover by a different artist or designer each month, over 940,000 Twitter followers and a monthly iPad edition, Wallpaper* has evolved from style bible to internationally celebrated brand.
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